I would like to voice my objection to the application by Starward Homes to have the south side of Twenty Road east of Glancaster Road taken from the Airport Lands and rezoned for residential land. In their letter to residents in the area, they claim such a change would lead to “an enhanced greenspace system” which is obviously misleading. If they were so in favour of greenspaces, perhaps they should petition the City and OMB to have Glancaster Golf Course taken from the Airport Lands.

Twenty Road currently is in a state of great disrepair, with no sidewalks, and would require significant upgrading and widening to handle the influx of another large housing survey. Furthermore, running parallel to Twenty Road on the south side is a hydro right-of-way, and so a large section is unsuitable for a residential development.

I am in favour of the plan proposed by the City for removing the 320 acres as requested by the OMB.

John Harvey